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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

-

Social scientists concerned with the study of
interpersonal behavior have attempted to ascertain and
conceptualize the conditions and variables related to
man's desire for group affiliation.

Numerous studies

have examined such aspects of group behavior as pressure
for uniformity, cohesiveness, leadership, power, group
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of research techniques.

Most of this research,

however, has dealt with the end-product or the results
of group behavior, and not the reasons for man's affiliative nature or the actual process of human interaction.
Empirical findings before the nineteen-fifties
revealed little more than the obvious fact that people
do associate.

An

examination of relevant research on

human interaction up until that time · indicates only that
people do seem to mediate goals for one another, and that
people, in and of themselves, serve as representatives
of goals for one another.

Rather than answer any of the

critical questions concerning

aff~liation,

1

these findings

2

conclude only that people have needs that can be satis'

fied only through interpersonal relations.l
But what are these needs and how do group affiliations satisfy them?
and others,

2

Since the early research by Bettelheim

numerous studies have attempted to identify

the critical variables o f man's affiliative desires, and
determine how group interaction serves to satisfy these
needs.

Several plausible explanations for the affiliative

tendency have emerged.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH
.1::'ep1.-cone, ana-

-

Dlewcomo

were
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to examine the nature of the specific needs which group
interaction fulfills.

They hypothesized the existence

of two incompatible classes of satisfactions which make
group affiliation desirable.

First are those desires

which necessitate individu ation in the group.

These

desires, such as prestige and status, can be fulfilled
only if the person remains singled out as an individual.
The second class o f desires are those which necessitate
a state ot' de-individuation, where the individual is
submerged in the group, and is no longer perceived by
himself or the group as an individual. 3

Results of their

3

investigations indicated that this de-individu ation not
only occurred, but also resulted in a reduction of the
group members' inner restraints, which allowed a greater
freedom of behavior.

It was also shown that this unin-

hibited state o f mind was desirable and the attractiveness
of the group was increased, probably because the individuals were able to fulfill more affiliative desires while
4
· th·lS s t a t e o f ae-ln
· a·lVl·a uatlon.
·
ln

Festinger concluded

that the need for self evaluation may be an important
source of affiliative desire.

Schachter and Burdick found

that a drive for cognitive clarity exists in individuals
which ~ay also lead people to associate with others.~
Of particular importance to the present study is
the discovery made during the nineteen-fifties that
persons, when they are troubled, distressed, threatened,
or disturbed generally reveal a greater desire for interpersonal affiliation.

In other words, a high, positive

correlation was · f ound between a person's level of anxiety
and his affiliative tendency .

6

Social scientists have for some time studied the
behavior of persons who were in a state of high anxiety
in efforts t o make valid generaliz?tions concerning their
behavior.

Early work in research of this subject consisted

4

of experimental investigations with animals, to test their
reactions to anxiety.

Research by Gantt,? Masserrnan,8

Mowrer,9 Miller,lO and Liddellll gave early empirical
evidence that high anxiety will affect and change behavior
in animals.

Research with human subjects began developing

around 1950, and these early studies investigated anxiety
as a determinant of behavior to determine whether it
would affect human behavior as it did animals.
Charles K. Raymond discovered that subjects with
the most anxiety tended to be the most drive oriented,
and were more energetic th·an the low anxiety subjects . 12
Hilgard found that when the tasks that subjects were to
perform remained simple, high anxiety subjects learned

,

quicker than low anxiety subjects and demonstrated more
desire to respond to a wide variety of stirnuli. 13

Follow-

up studies, such as the one done by Taylor and Spence,
however, found that high anxiety subjects learned verbal
maze quizzes slower because the strength of all responses
was increased, even the incorrect ones. 14

Subsequently,

studies by MontaguelS and Lucasl6 demonstrated that cornplex tasks will be performed better by low anxiety groups,
and that high anxiety can definitely lead to task failure.
Using experimentally produced anxiety, Bindra and

5
Cameron found that over a short period of time, anxiety
will increase if subjects are given a period of rest,
free from anxiety stimulations.

In this study, after high

anxiety was manipulated through the use of electrical
shock, the subjects rested for ten minutes · and then were
given a second anxiety test.

No conversation was allowed

during the rest and after this period anxiety had inc reased.17
Deese, Lazarus, and Keenan conducted an early
s tudy exploring the relationships between certain reactions
t o anxiety and personality factors.

First, they attempted

to discover if anxiety could change behavior.

Secondly,

they examined the possibility that differences in personality would constitute an important variable in the area
o f stress behavior, and finally, they investigated the
possibility that some kind of interaction must exist between the type of stress and the individual differences. 18

-.
Anxiety was used not only as the experimental manipul a tion
in the form of electrical shock, but also as the personality variable.

Subjects were divided into three groups

on the basis of their scores on the Taylor anxiety scale. 19
One . group, the avoidance learning one, was given nonsense
syllables to learn, and shocked when they gave an incorre ct

6

response.

Another group, the non-avoidance one, was

shocked irrespective of the correctness of their response,
but in essentially the same frequency as the avoidance
learning group.

The third group served as a control,

with each of the three groups subdivided into high and
low anxiety as determ ined by the scale.
The results indicated that anxiety does affect
behavior, whether comparing high anxiety to low anxiety

or shock-avoidance to

non-avoidance~ere

was also a

definite interaction between the experimental conditions.
High and low anxiety scores were more different in the
avo~dan~e

situation, and personality did prove to be an

important variable of stress as in each of the three
groups the low anxiety subjects exhibited a lower score)
Early research by Fritz and Marks 2 1 and Shils and
Janowi tz 2 2 indicated that another type of influence high
anxiety exerted on individuals was to increase desire for

..
affiliation and .group identification.

An increased de-

pendency on the group had also been observed by Glover in
the early forties. 23
~

Stanley Schachter examined this research and
conducted a series of studies designed to investigate the
relationship between the affiliative tendency and high

7

anxiety.

It had been indicated that anxiety was to a

reasonable extent a concommitant of isolation.

Intuitive-

ly therefore, Schachter concluded that if conditions of
isolation produce anxiety, anxiety might also produce a
drive for affiliation.24

Schachter tested - this hypothesis.

In the initial study each subject was led to believe that he was involved in art experiment designed to
test the effect of electro-shock treatment.

Two levels

of anxiety were created, and the high anxiety subjects
received the following experimental instructions:
Allow me to introduce myself, I am Dr. Gregor
Zilstein of the Medical School's Departments of
9 .,
l.'ICU..t..V..l..V':J:t
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come today in order to serve as subjects in an experiment concerned wit~ the effects of electrical
shock. What we will ask each of you to do is very
simple. We would like to give each of you a series
of electric shocks. Now, I feel I must be completely
honest with you and tell you exactly what you are in
for. These shocks will hurt, they will be painful.
As you can guess, if, in research of this sort, we're
to learn anything at all that will really help humanity, it is necessary that our shocks be intense. What
we will do is put an electrode on your hand, hook you
into apparatus and give you a series of electric
shocks, and take various measures such as your pulse
rate, blood pressure, and so on. Again, I do want
to be honest with you and tell you that these shocks
will be quite painful but, of course, they will do
no permanent damage. 25
In the high anxiety condition various electrical
devices were placed Ln vLew of the subjects during the

8

instructions.

The low anxiety subj e c t s we r e n o t exposed
\

t o any electrical devices, and we r e told that the shocks
wo uld be quite mild and e ven ple asant .

As an independent

check .on the anxiety manipulat ion, ea ch subject was asked
t o indicate on a five point sc a le h ow

i l l~at-ease

he felt

a bout participating in the expe r iment .
After the instructions, t he subj e c ts were asked
t o indicate how they wished to wait f or the administering
o f the shock, whether alone, or t o gether with the group .
In addition, they were informed that since not everyone
wo uld be allowed his pre f erence , they should indicate
h ow strong their feelin g s were o n ano ther five point
sc ale ranging from a strong preferenc e t o b e alone to
a s tro ng preference to be with o the rs.26

In o rder to

obtain a final measure o f t he e ffe c tiv eness of the anxiety
manipulation , the experime n te r allowed the subjects to
i n di c ate whether they desire d t o continue with the experiment.
Results showed that no t o nly was the manipulation
effective but also there wa s a s ignific ant difference in
desire for aff i li at ion b etween the two groups .

A strong ,

positive relat i onship wa s f o u nd between anxiety and the
measure o f a ffiliati o n , o r the proportion of subjects who

9

chose the toge ther s i tu ati on. 2 7
Schachte r concluded that o ne type o f behavior
which might be the resul t o f h igh anxiety is a drive for
affiliation .
du c ed?

But what kind o f a ffi l iatio n drive is pro-

Why do people want to wait t o gether in such

cumstances?

c~r 

How c a n we de fi n e t his affiliative tendency

and within what limits doe s t his _prin c iple o perate ?

If

the choice of together indica te s a desire t o affiliate ,
i s this affiliative tende ncy discriminatin g ?

The previous

experiment tested whethe r t hos e s ub j ects desiring to
affiliate wanted to be wi th j u s t
type of person .

anyo ne o r a particular

Schachte r inve st igated the affiliativc

tendency in a second expe rime nt t o d etermine the generaliza b ility of this desire .
There were two expe rimental conditions differing
fr o m the previous study in tha t this time each subject
was given the anxie t y ma n ipulation indiv idually instead
o f in a group setting.

Bo t h o f the two groups of indi-

vidual subjects were g i v en the high anxiety manipulation
exactly as the high anx iety gro up in the first Schachter
experime nt.

He us e d t h e same measuring instruments for

the degre e of ma ni p ul ated anxiety and to determine the
d esire to be with o thers .

10
The dif fe rence between the two experimental conditions was that one group was told that if they wished to
wait in a together situation, the persons waiting with them
.

-

would be unrelated to the experiment.

The other group of

individuals was informed that their wait would be with
others

i~

the experiment.

The terms different state and

same state were then used to describe the two conditions
respectively.

Schachter proceeded to test the hypothesis

that subjects would show a greater affiliative tendency
in the same state condition.
The independent check o f the anxiety manipulation
revealed an interesting finding.

Although anxiety was

evident in the two groups, it was a significantly lower
level than the high anxiety group in the previous study .
Schachter attributes this to the casual atmosphere in
the individual presentation.

Still, the measure reveals

that anxiety was present.
Affiliative choice appeared to be highly directional as the difference between the two conditions was
immense.

In fact, the minus score for overall intensity

among the different state subjects indicated that the
subjects may have preferred being alone over being with
people who had nothing to do with the experiment.

11
Schachter made the general conclusion from the
ambiguous misery loves company to misery doesn't love just
any company, it loves only miser able company.

The results

indicat ed that satisfaction demands the presence of others
in a similar situation.28
Lawrence Wrightsman conduc ted a study to help
determine why an increas e in a person's level of anxiety
causes him to more likely want to affiliate, and also to
determine if this affiliation would serve to actually
reduce their anxiety.

Each subjec t was led to a room

by a nurse, the room filled with hypodermic needles and
accessories.

The subjects were informed of an impending

injection of glucose which would cause physical discomfort.
This was the manipulation of anxiety.
At this point the procedure was varied for the
three treatment groups.

One group was told to wait for

the shot alone, another condition was to wait in a group
with communicati on allowed, and the other group of subjects was t old to wait in a group in which no conversation
would be permitted.
Before being placed in the group but after the
anxiety manipulation, each subject. was

g~ven

an anxie ty

test which asked them to indicate on a scale of 100 how

12
at-ease or ill-at-ease they felt.

Then, after a five

minute waiting period according to the conditions above ,
another anxiety measure was taken •
. - None of the changes in the anxiety level of the
three experimental groups was significantly different,
when considered separately.

When all conditions were

combined, the mean level o f anxiety after the wait was
significantly less than the same measure before the wait .
The number who wished to withdraw was also similar for
each group.

These non-signi ficant differences pertaining

to the first hypothesis give no support for the belief
"Cna-c. oei-ng wi -c.n o-c.rrers a J.rec-c.J.y reauces anxJ.ety.

'!'he

second hypothesis would indicate that persons waiting
together should reduce the inter-individual variability
in the level of anxiety while waiting.

The ratio of the

range after the waiting divided by the range before the
waiting gave what Wrightsman termed a measure of homogenization, which should be less after the wait than
before.

The results confirmed the expectation.

The

mean homogenization ratios in both the together conditions
were significantly less than the mean ratio for the alone
condition.

The alone condition showed a level of homo-

genization that did not differ significantly from the

..

13
expected ratio of 1.0, while in the together conditions
the ratios were significantly smaller.

Results of the

Wrightsman study then concluded that while being with
others does not appear to help reduce anxiety, affiliation

-

with other high anxiety persons can serve to reduce the
inter-individual variability of anxiety level.29
Schac.h ter, accepting the results obtained 1.n his
first two studies, attempted to answer some of the more
complex questions of anxiety and affiliative behavior.

It

is most important to find out why people in high anxiety
states desire to affiliate and under what circumstances
the misery loves miserable company theory operates.

He,

therefore, designed the study "The Affiliation Tendency Communication" to test the anxiety-affiliation behavior
when conditions of communication are varied.30

He offered

what he termed a re asonable list of alternatives as a
reason why anxious subjects would show a greater affiliative tendency .
1.

31

Es c ape. --Subjects may have wanted to be

together as way of getting out of the experiment.

It

l.S

possible that subjects may have chosen together in the
hope o f talking others out of taking part in the experiment and , better still , allowing themselves to be talked

14
out of participating.
2.

Cognitive Cl a rity.-- Forces arise that impel

people to associate with other people as a means of
achieving some degree of clari ty about an otherwise incomprehensible event.

It

l.S

conceivable ·that subjects,

especially in this higher than average anxiety situation,
chose to be together 1.n the hope of being able to talk
about the experiment and get a better idea as to what the
whole thing was about.
3.

Direct Anxiety Reduction.--People comfort,

support, and reassure one. another and attempt to bolster
It is possible that highly anxious subjects

courage.

chose together as a means toward this sort of social
reassurance and toward reduci ng anxiety .
4.

Indirect Anxiety Reduction . --One of the most

effective devices for anxiety reduction is simply to get
one's mind off one's troubles.

Subjects chose together

conceivably in the hope that being with others might
distract them more effectively than being alone with
their worries and a few magazines would.
5.

Sel f Evaluation.--People often use other

people to evaluate their emotions and feelings.

In a

novel, emotion-producing situation , the feelings one

-.

15
experiences or feels he should experience may not be
easily interpretable, and it may require some degree of
social interaction and compar ison to appropriately label
and identify a feeling.
Schachter further reasoned that the results of
the directionality experiment would tend to rule out
indirect reduction as an appropriate explanation for the
affiliation tendency, since it would be far easier to get
the problem o ff their minds by talking to persons not
involved in the experiment. 32

Since cognitive clarity

and escape require verbal ·communication, if subjects
choose to affiliate just as often when conversation is
restricted, then these two alternatives can also be
eliminated.

Anxiety reduction and self evaluation may

be facilitated by convers ation but communication is not
a necessary condition for these two alternatives.
The procedure in this experiment was similar to
the first one.

Anxiety was manipulated on two levels,

but this time the ability to communicate was also changed.
In one condition subjects were informed that if they chose
to wait together no discussion would be allowed.

In the

other, they were told that conversation was permitted but
that there was to be no discussion of the experiment.

16

'.

The results of the investigation revealed that
in the irrelevant talk situations, the manipulation of
high anxiety was only partially effective, with a nonsignificant difference in the number of students refusing
to continue with the experiment .

On the anxiety scales

the difference between the two groups was significant.
However, the two groups did not exhibit a significant
difference in affiliative behavior.
The results do not support any relationship
between anxiety and affiliation when communication is
restricted.

Schachter, through an internal analysis ,

provided an alternate explanation for the findings.

He

included as truly anxious only those subjects who refused
to continue with the experiment or checked the two extreme
dislike points on the anxiety scale.

Using the data ob-

tained from these subjects, affiliative behavior is exhibited even when commun ication is restricted.
The manipulation of anxiety in the no talk conditions was success ful , but again no significant differences
were found in the affiliative behavior.

Schachter, there-

fore, reorganized the data as in the irrelevant condition,
and found significant differences in the a£filiative behavior between the truly high and low anxiety subjects.

17

'.

With the data reorganized, the relat i o n s h i p between
anxiety and affiliation, according to Scha c hter , is
further strengthened.

33

An examination of relevant r e s ea rch on high
anxiety behavior reveals no evidence thatrnales and
females react differently to this state o f mind .

Con-

siderable evidence, however, doe s ind i c ate that males and
females differ somewhat in their commun ic ative behavior .
Timmons investigated femal e a n d male roles in
influencing the outcome of a problem-s o lving discussion .
After the verbal interaction, women were non-significantly
more accurate at ranking poss i ble solutio ns to the problem

------

in the correct order chosen by expe r ts .34

Robinson also

examined post-discussion behav i or, a n d f o und that women
generally were influenced to mak e a small change while

men a much larger change in attitude toward the discussion

. 35
top1c.

Sikkink fa

-___

omen perceived speeches to

be more persuasive t ha n men , but we r e more or less in36
fluenced
...-by the_ mess age.

Howe v er , Pross and Wegrocki

found that females tend e d t o be more suggestible and that
they reacted more s t ro ngly t o persuasive messages.3 7
While Paulson also f o und t h at women tended to react more
strongly to p ers uasive messages , he further concluded that

-.
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they retained less of the information.38

Gouran analyzed

verbal statements related to group consen sus and found
females less informat i ve, obj ective , and goal oriented
-

than males.

39

and Taylor f ound in his study that male

statements were more hostile, unreasonable , and dominant
than females toward deviant group members.40
An

increasing amount of empirical evidence indi-

cates that males and females differ in their communicative
behavior.

Taylor and Gouran actually examined the inter-

action process, and f ound verbal statements to be significantly different between sexes.

These findings suggest

that sex may be an important variable to the study of
human communicat ive behavior.
Unfortunately, the effects of high anxiety on the
communica tion behavior o f males and females has not been
inves tigated.

The research conducted by Schachter and

others indicates that high anxiety individuals do reveal
an increased desire for affiliation, and this increased
desire was demonstrated as long as communication was not
restricted.

Aside from the Wrightsman study , which sug-

gested that talking does not facilitate anxiety reduction ,
no research has been conduc ted into the ac-tual verbal
behavior of high anxiety individuals .

If a high anxiety

-.
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level results 1n a strong desire to be with others, what
do these persons say to each other when they do affiliate?
What types of statements are indicative of a high level
of anxiety?

Do individuals perceive this verbal inter-

action to be anxiety reducing?

Although the actual verbal

interaction of high anxiety persons is the aspect of
affiliative behavior significant to communication research ,
this interaction has not been investigated.
Whereas previous research yields valuable information concerning the results of the affiliative desire
and the verbal interaction, what about the actual process
of communication?

The importance of examining the com-

munication process is stressed by Taylor (1969):
If significant advances are to be made in the
·formulation of a viable communication theory , researchers must focus their attention upon the communication process rather than upon ~ post facto outcomes
in the form of sociometric rankings, solutions to
hypothetical problems, or frequency counts of group
members who succumb to the will of others .
Simply outcomes to the exclusion of communication
processes, however, will leave communication scholars
with little interest or importance in the development of communication theory . 41 .
Other social scientis ts , such as Schramm, contend that
communication is the fundamental process and should be
considered as a major variable affecting human behavior. 42

20

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The present study is designed to observe the

--

effects of high anxiety on the verbal behavior of individuals in a group.

Moreover, it is designed to identify the

characteristics of high anxiety verbal behavior and to
determine if it differs from low anxiety verbal behavior .

..
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Chapter 2
-.

METHODOLOGY

'

The purpose o f the present study is to examine
communication as a process r ather than as an end result
or determinant of behavior.

Communication theorists, such

as Sereno and Mortensen, s t r e ss the importance of this
approach:
The term .. conununicati o n .. may be defined as a
process by which s e nd e rs and receivers of messages
interact in given soc ial contexts .
Implicit in this
detlnltlon are a numbe r OI assumptlons anout tne nature
of communication. The v ~ry notion of "process" suggests
that the components o f interaction are dynamic rather
than static in n a ture and that they cannot be properly
regarded as unchang i n g e lements in time and space.l
Studies which e xamine c ommunication as being static
do not sufficiently approximate reality and therefore cannot
yield results which a r e generalizable outside of the laboratory.

This point

is emphasized by Taylor :

The ar t i fi c ial nature of many previous studies
is further c ause f o r more realistic research concerned
with actual group processes . Too often , researchers
have resorted t o n o te passing or tape recorded voices
to s i mulate and control group communication.
If
findings b ased on such techniques are to be of any
prac t ica l v alue , they require verification in settings
that appro a c h realism .2
Although this approach to the study of conununications

25
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is a relatively new one, there are several recent studies
which yield valuable procedural information.

Dennis

s.

Gouran's investigation of the variabl es related to consensus and non-consensus suggests a procedure for examining
the communication process.

Group members•· discussion

statements were audio tape recorded, then submitted to
judges who rated the statements according to their orientation to eight categories.

These categories represented

his content variables of interest. 3
Taylor refined this technique somewhat, and had
the judges rate each group discuss i on statement on a
semantic differential according to the amount or
dominance, reasonableness and hostility.

perce~veu

These content

variables were selected in order to investigate majority
group members' statements directed toward deviant group
members. 4
Robert F. Bales was perhaps the first to investigate the group behavior as a process .

He classified group

member behavior into one of twelve social-emotional or
task oriented categories. 5

The procedure used in the

present study incorporates principles used by both Bales
and Taylor.

Though stud ies of this type

a~e

new and

limi ted , their importance was stressed by Taylor , who
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asserted:
These and other process oriented appro aches to
small group research hopefully cons titute the beginning of what will become increasingly sophisticated
. . -~nd sensitive means for providing essential information to communication scholars interested in small
group research.6

A.

Statement of Hypotheses
The research discussed in the previous chapter

demonstrates that anxiety does affect and change behavior .
The importance o f sex as a variabl e of human communication
was also reve aled.

The present investigation will there-

fore test the f ollowing hypotheses:
1. The verbal behavior o f high anxiety group members
will di ffer signi fi cantly from the verbal behavior of
low anxiety group members.
2. High anxiety male verbal behavior will differ
significantly from high anxiety female verbal behavior .

B.

Independent var iables

1.

Anxiety
Several · experimental studies and many essays

have dealt with anxiety, and each leaves possible definitions for the term.

Many varied definitions of anxiety

have been offered by behavioral scientists to relate the
effects o f anxiety to human behavior .

Perhaps it was

Freud who first attempted to explicate the meaning of

..
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anxiety within the context of psycholog ical theory .

He

stated that anxiety was something fel t , a n unpleasant
state or condition.

This state, according t o Freud , is

characterized by all that is covered in t h e wo rd nervousness, apprehension, or anxious expectat i on 7

Freud

emphasized the word dread in his defin i tion .

Lazarus and

Erickson wrote that we should define stre ss in terms of
transactions between individuals and situatio ns , and not
either one in isolation. 8

Basowitz re f err e d t o stimulus

conditions which are assumed to arous e a n affective
response of anxiety in an.individual. 9
-
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may arouse anger towards others or t oward s the self . l O
Janis and Leven referred to a stat e o f a nx iety as "any
change in the environment which typi c a lly - i. e ., in the
average person - induces a high de g r ee o f emotional
tension and interferes with the normal patterns or response,

11

and Scott described thi s state as a situation

where adjustment is difficul t but mo tivation is very
strong. 12

Slotkim says tha t t wo commo nalities of high

anxiety situations are frus t r atio n , in which the external
situation prevents achiev i n g a goal , and t~auma , real or
anticipated, in which the s ituation provides stimuli which

..
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are intense enough to disrupt the performance of ongoing
. 't.1es. 13
ac t lVl

From these varied interpretations it is

evident that a stimulus, dread, emotional tension, and
fru~Eration ~11 are necessary components.

For the purpose

of this study an all inclusive de finiti on - will be used.
Anxiety shall be defined as an uneasy, troubled and distressed state of mind, caused by nervous expectation of
unforeseen consequences.

2.

Sex
The importance of sex as a variabl e of human

communication was stressed in the prev1ous chapter.

Males

and females have been found . to differ in their commun1cative behavior, so in the present investigation the sex
variable is controlled.

It is possible, therefore, to

test for differences between male and female verbal interactions and identify the characteri stics of each.

C.

Dependent Variables
Although previous research has not quantitatively

tested the effects of anxiety on verbal behavior, related

.
research can be helpful in developing a
effects.

me~sure

of its

Whereas several stud ies have suggested important

variables possibly rela ted to high anxiety behavior, only
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Schachter has offered an entire lis t o f possible explanations why people desire affili at ion .

Schachter examined

the results obtained in his a nx iety studies , and compared
his . ~onclusions to existing res ea rch on affiliative needs.

The de-individuation study disc ussed

~n

the previous chap-

ter suggests that persons des i r e affi l iation in order to
satisfy interpersonal needs such as s tatus , approval, and
help.

14

The results of this s t udy als o showed that a re-

duction of an individual's inne r restraints often occurs
during affiliative behavior.

Scha c hter suggests that this

less restrained behavior ma y be desirable , and may occur in
the form of hostile s t a t ement s o r relatively wild

activ~ty.

Festinger, in his study o n s oc ial evaluation,
explained another poss i ble re a son f o r the affiliative
tendency:
To the extent that s elf evaluation can only be
accomplished by means o f c omparison with other persons,
the drive for s elf e v aluation is a force acting on
persons to b e long t o groups , to associate with others.
And the subj e c ti v e feelings of correctness in one's
opinions and the s ub j e c tive evaluation of adequacy of
one's per f orma nce o n important abilities are some of
the· satis fa c tio ns that persons attain in the course of
these assoc iatio ns with o ther people. How strong the
drives and s ati s fa c tions stemming from these sources
are compa r e d t o the o ther needs which people satisfy
in groups i s impo ssible to say , but it seems clear
· that t he dr ive f o r self evaluation is an important
factor cont r ibuting to making the human being gregarious.l5
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...
Schachter and Burdick suggest that the drive for
evaluation is often broadened into a more general drive
for cognitive clarity.

They found that when ambiguous

issues are impossible to clarify through reference to an
authoritative source or the physical world individuals
seek out other persons for clari fying information.l6
From this research, Schachter concluded that there
are five reasonable alternatives why people desire social
affiliation.

These alternatives, discussed in the previous

chapter, are self evaluation, escape, cognitive clarity,
indirect and direct anxiety reduction.

Because of the

extent of Schachter's research, the presen"C

.i.nvt:::::>i..j_~a.i....:..vu

will adopt these alternatives as dependent measures of
verbal behavior.

The study will be designed so that all

statements will therefore be judged according to their
orientation toward the following dependent categories:
l.

Self Evaluation.--These are statements which

tend to seek out information from o thers with which the
subjects can compare their own feelings about the situation.

"Are you scared?"

would be the obvious example.

Self evaluation statements also appear as open expressions
of feeling, such as, "I'm scared".
2.

Escape.--These are statements aimed at getting

-.
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out of the experiment and therefore avoiding the unpleasant consequences.

Also included in this category

are statements of protest about participation.

"Let's

not stay" would be an escape statement, as would 'rwe
shouldn't have to do this
3.

11

•

-

Cognitive Clarity.--These are statements de-

signed to find out facts about the situation, which is
strange and nebulous.

Statements which apply to this

category are those aimed at talking things over to find
out the facts.
or

11

11

DO you think they will really shock us?"

Why did he leave us here?" would be cognitive clarity

statements.
4.

Direct Anxiety Reduction.--These are state-

ments of reassurance, comfort , support, or courage bolstering.

"It won't really hurt" o r "I don't think they can

do it" are direct anxiety reduction statements.
5.

Indirect Anxiety Reduction.--This refers to

all statements designed to change the subject or get their
minds off the problem.

Humorous statements such as "I

was ready to die" or statements such as "Let's talk about
something else" are indirect anxiety reduction statements.l7
The present study incorporates a simple 2 x 2
factorial design.

There are two independent variables,
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anxiety level and sex, with two levels each.

The experi-

mental design is shown in the diagram presented in Figure 1.
The experimentation was divided into three distinct
phas-es.

First, a pilot was conducted to examine the appli-

cability and relevance of the dependent measures and to
test the viability of the experimental procedure.
the experiment was conducted.

Second,

Anxiety was manipulated and

the discussion statements were recorded.

Then the state-

'

ments were submitted to the judges to be rated and the data
was analyzed.

Figure 1--Diagram for Experimental Design

c

D

A

B

*

Sex.--A: Male. B: Female.
High Anxiety. D: Low Anxiety.

·A nxiety Level.--C:

•
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Chapter 3

PROCEDURE

The process orientation discussed in the previous
chapter is a relatively new innovation in behavioral research.

Every effort was made to ensure an operationally

sound procedure, and a pilot experiment was conducted to
test the viability of the procedural operation.

Because

of their apparent reliability, the experimental techniques
developed by Schachter 1 and the measuring scale used by
Wrightsman 2 were utilized i~ the present study.

Several

studies, including research done by Bales, 3 Gouran, 4 and
Taylor 5 , have shown that judges• ratings of statements
are also both effective and reliable as a means of analysis.

A.

The Pilot Experiment
In order to check the soundness of the

exper~-

mental procedure, a pilot study was conducted using eight
groups of four subjects each.

Four groups of males and

four groups of females were divided equally at random into
two groups of high and low anxiety.

The pilot was de-

signed to investigate the following possible procedural
36
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problems.
1.

Would the subjects show up so that f our will
be availabl e f or eac h group?

- .. -

2.

Would the subj e c t s talk after the e x perimental

-

manipulation?
3.

Would the sub jects tend to disbe l iev e the
instruc t ion s?

4.

Would the subjec ts in the high anx iety c o ndition le a ve a fte r hearing about the sho ck ?

5.

Would the sub j e c ts find t he mi crophone?

6.

Would t he mi c r o phone ade qua te l y pick up the
statements?

7.

would t h e a nx i ety scale be too co nfusing ?

8.

Would the j udges have di f f i cul ty u nderstanding
the d ependent categor ie s?

The pilo t experiment was compl eted for the most
part without problems.

The subj e c t s a pparently believed

-.
the experimenta l manipulation s i nce the differences in
anxiety rati n gs between the high and l ow anxiety conditions was sign ifi c ant beyond the .0 1 l e vel o f confidence .
No subj e c t s l eft the experimental room afte r the high
anxiety ins t r u c tions, and most groups ve r bally interacted
for v i r t u a l ly the ent i re ses s ion.

The microphone , which
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not found by a ny o f the groups, recorded the statements

WgS

clearly.

Very little d iffic ulty was encountered by the

judges as they rated the statements.
-.-

study.

One ·possibl e b ias wa s corrected for the final
In the pilot e x pe r iment, five judges were used,

three males and two female s .

The number was reduced to

four in the final expe r iment s o · that an equal number of
males and females would b e us ed.
Another unfores e en complication that was later
corrected concerned subj e c ts meeting one another.

At

the conclusion of t h e p i lot s essions, subjects waiting to
,
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increased the possib i li t y o f contamination of the arriving
subjects.

The problem wa s corrected by changing the

experimental room t o the psychology lab, since the subjects
could exit this f acil ity by way of a back door.
The resul t s o f the pilot experiment showed that
the experimental manipulatio n of anxiety was highly effective.

Differen ce s in distributions of high and low anxiety

conditions were s ignificant beyond the .01 level of confidence for both males and females.

With the experimental

manipulat i on successfully operant, the r esults of the verba l beh av i o r analysis also showed sign ificant differences
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between conditions in regards to use of the dependent
categories, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Results of Chi-Square Analysis of Judges' Ratings
Between Experimental Cond itions

B.

Conditions

df

1.

Hi Anx. M
La Anx. M

5

16.01

.01

2.

Hi Anx. F
La Anx. F

5

20.02

.01

3.

Hi Anx. M
l.JO nnx. !VJ.

5

19.73

.01

4.

Hi Anx. M
Hi Anx. F

5

12.03

.05

&
Cc

F
.r·

Chi-Square Value

p

Selection of Subjects
Subjects for the present study were chosen from

the freshman Speech 101 and Commun ication 100 courses
at Florida Technological University during the winter
quarter · of the 1972-73 academic year.

Students in these

courses are required to participate in at least two experiments each quarter.

These cours es are required, and there-

fore registration for them is reaso~ably random.

No more

than two persons were allowed to sign up from any one class

-.
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for each experimental session 1n order to minimize the
possibility of extensive prior acquaintance.

Although

only four subjects were used for each experimental session,
six were signed up each time to assure that the necessary
four would be available.

Forty male and forty female

subjects were used in the final experiment.
of four subjects were thus utilized.

Twenty groups

There were no mixed

sex groups, so the twenty groups were assigned into equal
numbers of high and low anxiety conditions.

The resultant

experimental sample consisted of five groups in each experimental condition.
~r~er

~ne

suoJects arr1vea at the wa1t1ng area, a

period of ten minutes was allowed to elapse before the
experiment began.

This allowed the subjects the oppor-

tunity to exchange greetings, thus reducing the effects
of primary tension on the initial experimental verbal
interaction.

Since every precaution was taken against

using subjects who were well acquainted, it was necessary
to allow some time for these normal introductory verbal
exchanges to occur before the experimental treatment.

C.

Manipulation of Anxiety
Approximately ten minutes after the subjects

arrived at the experimenta l room, the experimenter led

-

.
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them into a small room for the instructions .
contained only a table and four chairs.

The room

After each sub-

ject was carefully seated, the instructions were given.
-.-

The instructions used in the high anxiety condi-

tion were only slightly different from those used in the
Schachter series. 6

The remainder o f the instructions

given in part below are printed in Appendix B:
Allow me to introduce myself, I am Dr. Gregory
Butler of the Psychology Department's Neurological
Division.
I have asked you all to come today in
order to serve as subjects in an experiment concerned
with the effects of electrical shock.
The experimenter obviously paused at this point , and then
began his lecture on the importance of research in this
area, citing, as in the Schachter study, the increasing
number of electrocutions.

He continued:

What we will ask each of you to do is very simple.
we would like to give each of you a series of electric
shocks. Now, I feel I must be completely honest with
you and tell you exactly what you are in for . These
shocks will hurt, they will be painful. As you can
guess, if, in research of this sort, we're to learn
anything at all that will really help humanity, it
is necessary that our shocks be intense. What we
will do is put an electrode on your hand, hook you
into apparatus, give you a series of electric shocks,
and take various measures such as your pulse rate,
blood pressure, and so on. Again, I do want to be
honest with you and tell you that these shocks wi ll
be quite painful but, of course, they will do no
permanent damage.
After the instructions were given, the experimenter then
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explained that the experiment would begin as soon as the
technicians in the lab were r eady .

-.

-

In the low anxiety conditi o n , there was no mention

of electrical shock.

The subjec t s were instead informed

that they would be tested accord ing t o their ability to
remember nonsense syllables.

Limited detail concerning

the nature of the experiment wa s g iven 1n the instructions
in order to avoid the likelihood that a lack of information would influence the subj e c ts t o talk about the experiment.

An effort was made to give the subjects in both

conditions equal amounts of in f o rmation concerning the
-'

nature of their participation .

The l ow anxiety instruc-

tions, though, were given in a l e s s s erious , more casual
manner.
After the experiment al instructions , an independent measure of anxiety level was taken to determine the
effectiveness of the manipu lations .

Subjects in both con-

ditions were asked to fill o ut a form with the following
information:
Now that you k n ow the nature of this experiment,
would you please ind i c ate below how at-ease or illat-ease you f e el abo ut participating.
Indicate by
writing a number f r om 0 to 100 , with 0 indicating that
you are complete ly at - ease about participating in the
experiment, and 100 indicating that you are completely
ill-a t- e a s e about participating .
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The experimenter then r epeated these instructions
to assure that the subjects would clearly understand the
use of the scale.

The subjec t s were reminded which end

of the 100 point scale repre sent e d a more ill-at-ease
state of mind.

Cover she ets were pr ov id~d- so that each

subject could shield his r e ply f r om the other group members
and the experimenter.

The forms we r e then collected and

the subjects were again inf orme d tha t the experiment
would begin shortly.

D.

The Group Verbal Interact i o n
The exoe r i me nta l room r.ontn i nP.n n hinnP.n

mi~rnnhnnP

The subjects were not cogniz a nt o f the fact that their
statements were being tape reco rded .

They were left alone

for approximately ten minutes, and the entire session was
audio tape recorded.

At the end o f this ten minute inter-

action period, the expe rime n ter re - entered the room with
the final questionn a ire, a n d instructed each student to
fill it out.

The following information was requested:

1.

Do you have any older brothers or sisters?

2.

Do you think talking about the experiment
helpe d t o ease your mind?

3.

Did you hear anyt ing abo t the nature of the
expe r iment before

a

icipated?
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4.

Thank you again.

We ask that you do not

discuss this experiment with anyone .
No questions were answered uhtil each subject
had completed the final questionnaire.

The subjects were

then debriefed, and told the real reason for the experiment.

Before they were dismissed, the experimenter again

asked that they not discuss the experiment with other
students.

E.

Treatment of Data
In order to assure that the selection of state-

ments was done in a random manner, the first twenty statements from each group was extracted for analysis.

If

there was difficulty in understanding one of these statements, it was replayed only four times.

If , after five

playbacks, there was still a question of exactly what was
said, the statement was discarded and the following statement used in

it~

place.

There was generally little dif-

ficulty in understanding the first twenty statements as
the majority of the conversations were recorded clearly.
The twenty statements selected were then edited onto the
master tape, and written down 1n the order they appeared.
Each statement appeared twice on the master tape.
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F.

Analysis of Dependent Variables
Three judges were selected from the graduate

students in the Communication Department at Florida Technologic-a-l University, two males and one female .

A female

undergraduate served as the fourth judge: - One week prior
to the day of judging each judge was given a study guide
which explained the terms of the dependent variables and
the process of evaluation.

A trial judging session was

conducted using some of the discarded statements.

Ques-

tions concerning the terms or the process of evaluation
were cleared up in this preliminary session.
Before the actual judging, each judge was given
an additional instruction sheet.

Some of the information

on that sheet, which is presented in full in Appendix E
is given below:
You are to rate each statement on the basis of
whether it applies to any of the following categories:
1. Self Evaluation .--Statements which tend to
seek out information from others with which the subjects can compare their own feelings about the situation.
"Are you scared?" would be the obvious example.
It may also appear in the form of an open expression
of feeling such as "I•m really scared of being
shocked". Any statement which is self evaluatory
shall be included in this category.
2. Escape.--Statements aimed at getting out of
the experiment or avoiding having to be shocked.
Includes questions concern ing _why they must participate or declarations of protest .
"I•m not goint to
let them shock me" or "How can we get out of this?"
are examples.
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3. Cognitive Clarity.--S tatements designed to
find out facts about the situation.
Includes statements aimed at finding ou t what is involved in the
experiment and what will happen to them .
"Are they
really going to shock us?" or·"I wonder what this is
f _o s" are examples.
Statement must pertain to the
subject's actual fate in terms of the experiment .
4. Direct Anxiety Reductio n .--S tatements of
reassurance, comfort, or courage bolstering.
"They
can't really shock us .. or We don't need to worry"
are examples. These must be direct statements of
reassurance, and not self evaluatory opinions.
5.
Indirect Anxiety Reduction.--Statem~nts which
are obvious attempts to get their minds off the situation.
"Let's talk about something else" is an example.
Not included in this category are statements of normal
conversa tion. The statement must be obviously intended to ease the subjects' minds.
6. Not Applicable.--I f the statement, in your
opinion, does not apply to any of the above categories,
then that particular statement will be evaluated as
not applicable, and marked " NA 11 on your answer sheet.
11

Each judge then received a script of the statements and an answer sheet.

Each statement was played

twice, and the judges marked their answers on the rating
sheets.

After all statements were analyzed , the completed

rating sheets were collected and each judge's ratings
compared to check for consistency and agreement.
were then organized and categorized for analysis.

The data
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Chapter 4

---

A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Anxiety Manipulation Results
A comparison of the results of the anxiety scales

measuring the effectiveness ,of the experimental manipulation of anxiety reveals significant differences between the
high and low anxiety groups.

The significant differences

shown in Table 2 indicate that the experimental manipulation was highly successful.

Table 2
Anxiety Ratings of High and
Low Anxiety Subjects

Group

X

N

High Anxiety

69.55

40

Low Anxiety

16.37

40

t

=

11.44 (significant at .05)

Results of tests for differences between the high
anxiety male and high anxiety female conditions were non48
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significant, as shown in Table 3.

Low anxiety differences

between sexes, shown in Table 4, were also non-significant.
The tests, therefore, indicate that the manipulation of
anxiety was highly successful, and that the l evel of
anxiety of male subjects did not differ significantly from
that of female subjects in both the high and low anxiety
conditions.

Table 3
Anxiety Ratings of High Anxiety
Males and Females

-

\J.LUU..f::J

1•1cau

-

.t"UlA..Lc
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L\.a 1-..LH'::f

Hi Anx. M

64.65

20

Hi Anx. F

74.45

20

t = 1.26 (non-si gnificant)

Before submitting the statement ratings to test
for differences among conditions, it was necessary to
determine the general cons istency of · the judges in their
ratings.

On 358 statements or approximately 89 . 5% of the

total sample, there was complete interjudg~ agreement.

Of

the 400 statements analyzed , there was interjudge disagree-
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ment on only 42 statements.

Fo r 28 o f these 42 sta teme n ts

only one judge disagreed with the rating of the other
three.

The remaining 14 s tatements o n which thr ee o f the

four jua·ges did not agree were exc l uded from the d a ta
analysis, leaving a total o f 386 t o be analyzed.

Tab le 4
Anxiety Ratin g s o f Low Anxiety
Males and Females

Group

Mean Anxiety Rating

Lo Anx. M

13 .40

20

Lo Anx. F

19 .3 5

20

t

B.

=

N

1.18 (non - significant)

Results of Statement Analysis
The judges' ratings were subj e c ted to a series of

chi-square analyses.

All high anxiety statements were

first compared t o al l low anxiety s tatements to examine
the differences i n applicability a nd or ientation to the
dependent categor ies .

This analys i s t ested for differ-

ences in the number of high and low anxiety s tatements
which were r ated applicable to a ny one o f the dependent
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categories.

It also tested for differences in how the

statements were distributed among the various dependent
categories according to the judges' ratings.

The ratings

of high anxiety male statements were then compared to high
anxiety female ratings.

Chi-square analyies were also run

between the low anxiety male and female conditions, the
male high and low anxiety conditions, and the female high
and low anxiety conditions.
As indicated in Table 5, significant differences
were found whenever high anxiety statement ratings were
compared to low anxiety statement ratings.

Pronounced

differences were also found between the high anxiety
statement ratings of males and females.

The only non-

significant differences were found when comparing low
anxiety male and female statement rat ings .

The differences

between high anxiety male and high anxiety female statements were significant at the .OS level, while all other
differences were found to be beyond the .005 level of
confidence.

Only when comparing the low anxiety groups

are differences found to be non-significant.
In ord er to examine these differences, the results
of the judges' ratings are presented in Table 6.

An

examination of Table 6 reveals the exact nature of the
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differences shown in Tabl e 5.

Table 5
Tests for Signi f icant Differences in Statement
Ratings Between Conditions

Condition

df

Lo Anx. M
Lo Anx. F

s

Hi Anx. M
Hi Anx. F
Hi Anx.
Lo Anx.
""'---

T T .!
........... c: A..a..&.........,.. •

,.
.......

Lo Anx. M
Hi Anx. F
Lo Anx. F

p

N

5.94

ns

196

5

11.76

. OS

194

5

113.67

.005

386

5

37. 11

. 005

190

5

78.6 6

.005

196

Of the nearly 200 high anxiety statements analyzed, only
41 or approximately 20% were rated not applicable, compared
to 136 or 68% in t h e low anxiety groups.

Low anxiety sub-

jects made only one- s eventh as many self evaluation staternents as high anx i e ty subj ects and only one low anxiety
statement wa s rated appli c able to the escape, indirect
anxiety r e d u c t ion , o r direct anxiety reduction categories.
Most of t h e low anxiety statements which were applicable to
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the dependent categories were co gnitiv e cl arity statements ,
but even in this category there we r e 14% more statements
made by high anxiety subjects.

Table 6

---

Distribution o f Judges ' Ratings
for Each De p e nd ent Catego ry

Self
:Eval.

Cog.
Clar.

Escape

Hi Anx.

56

74

12

5

6

41

Lo Anx.

8
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0

1

0

136

J.•l

~'"i"

'"i",;)

.J..

-

~

-

.:>

-

~~

Hi Anx. F

32

31

11

3

3

19

Lo Anx. M

5

29

0

1

0

Lo Anx. F

3

18

0

0

0

Group

ll..L

-

.t"Ul.h. •

Ind .
Dir.Anx.
Anx. Red . Red .

N.A.
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Table 6 shows tha t t he di fferences between high
anxiety male and female cond i t i ons are found in the use of
the dependent categories, a n d n o t in the applicability or
non-applicability of the s tatements .

The biggest differ-

ences are shown in the s e l f evaluation , cognitive clarity ,
and escape cate gori e s.

Whi l e mo re female statements were

rated self evaluato ry , more males made cognitive clarity
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statements.

Eleven female statements were escape oriented,

compared to only one in the male condition.

High anxiety

males and females differed only slightly in their use of
-.-

indirect anxiety reduction, direct anxiety reduction, and

-·---

non-applicable statements.

In order to more fully interpret the results of
the judges' ratings, the data was re-examined after
collapsing the dependent categories of self evaluation,
cognitive clarity, escape, and direct and indirect anxiety
reduction.

As a result, all ratings previously attributed

to these categories were labeled as applicable and compared as before to the non-applicable category .

This

procedure allowed the investigator to examine closely the
differences between experimental conditions in terms of
applicability or non-applicability of statements.

The

results are summarized in Table 7.
As 1n the earlier analysi s , significant differences
were found 1n all tests between high and low anxiety conditions.

In contrast to earlier findings, no differences

were found between high anxiety males and females when the
categories are collapsed.

This indicates that the dif-

ferences between these conditions found 1n the previous
analysis were 1n relation to variations in the use of the
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different dependent categories and not in the applicability
or non-applicability of the statements to those categories.
As noted earlier, 80% of the high anxiety statements were
rated - as applicable to one of the five collapsed categories.

Table 7
Tests for Significant Differences in Ratings Between
Conditions With the Dependent Categories Collapsed

Condition

df

Hi Anx.
Lo Anx.

1

1

JU •

Hi Anx. F
Lo Anx. F

1"

Hi Anx. M
Hi Anx. F

1

Lo Anx. M
Lo Anx. F

1

~;

~nv

p

N

96.00

.005

386

~H:~

.uu~

J.~U

68.65

.005

196

0.46

ns

194

5.36

.025

192

M

Lo Ailx. M

Differences were found between low anxiety conditions when the categories were collapsed, significant at
the .025 level.

An examination of Table 6 indicates that

the relatively frequent use of cognitive clarity statements in the low anxiety male condition explains this
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finding.

These results give strong suppor t to the two

main hypotheses of the present study.

High anxiety verbal

behavior differs significantly from that of low anxiety
subjects, and males and females in the high anxiety condition also revealed significant differences- in their discussian behavior.

C.

Results of Final Questionnaire
Sixty-five percent of the high anxiety and eighty

percent of the low anxiety subjects perceived the discussion to be anxiety reducing.

An

equal number of males and

females in both conditions thouqht that talking the situation over helped to ease their minds.

This indicates that

most individuals perceived the ten minute discussion period
to facilitate anxiety reduction.

D.

Discussion of Hypothesis One
The high anxiety discussion statements were con-

sistently rated as applicable to the dependent categories
while the low anxiety statements for the most part were
not.

According to the judges' ratings, high anxiety sub-

jects made significantly more statements oriented toward
self evaluation, escape, cognitive clarity, direct anxiety
reduction, and indirect anxiety reduction.

When these five
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dependent categories we r e collapsed into one category
containing all statements p r eviously rated to any one of
the five, the results were similar . . High anxiety subjects
made significantly mor e s tatements than low anxiety subjects which were applicab le t o the dependent categories.
Only ten p e rcen t of the hi gh anxiety statements analyzed
were rated as not applic abl e t o a ny o f the categories.

The

significance of each o f the dependent categories will be
discussed separately 1n the n ext section.

1.

Self Evaluation
Th e need for sel f e v aluation concerning one's

relative status and abili t ies has been examined by researchers such as Festinge r, Pepitone , and Newcomb, and
found to be a promine n t

f ac t or in the determination of an

individual's affili a tive behavio r . 1

Theorists have sug-

gested tha t p e ople i n g eneral will strive for social
identification, approval , and help . 2
In the pre s e n t

investigat~on ,

seven times as many

self evaluation statements were made by high anxiety
discussants t han b y low anxiety discussants .
appear to suppor t existing theory .

The results

A rise in the individ-

ual's anx iety l eve l, coupled with a resultant rise in
d e si re f o r social affiliation , creates an increase in the
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need for social approval.

The drive for socia l self eval-

uation was shown to be particularly prev a l e n t

in individ-

uals in a state of psychological unea s ine s s .
Perhaps the self evaluation r e sul ts c an be further
explained in terms of the high anxie ty uneasy state of
mind.

The individual was placed in a s t r ange , confusing ,

and somewhat fearful situation.

The a nxiety increase re-

sulted in an increase in desire for soci a l i d entification
or evaluation because the individua l d id not know how to
react to the new situation.

Upon r ea c ting , he did not

know if his reaction was prope r.

Be c a u se there is no way

to check the reaction against phy sica l r ea l ity or any type
of authoritative source, the evaluati o n could be obtained
only through reference to other i nd i v i d uals .

By seeking

this evaluation through self evaluatio n statements , the
subject could have his reaction r einfo rced by the group
and perhaps determine the prope r r eaction .
A state of high anxiety

m~y

make more salient

those affiliative desires associ a t e d with social approval
which can be satisfied through s elf evaluation behavior.
These statements may provide t he i n d i v iduals with subjective group judgment of the cor rec tness of their reactions.
The low anxie t y sub j e c ts were not subjected to the
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unfamiliar, anxiety producing conditions.

They, therefore,

did not experience the increased desire for social evaluation.
tory,

While some low anxiety statements were self evalua-

the results strongly indicate that the desire is

notably more psychologically prominent among high anxiety
individuals.
Strengthening the likelihood of the high anxiety
individuals to make self evaluation statements may be the
fact that each group member in the present study perceived
each other group member to be in a similar psychological
state.

The Schachter series of experiments showed that

hlgh anx1ety lna1v1auaLs

aes1r~a

other high anxiety individuals.3

arr1L1at1on onLy w1th
Wrightsman found , however,

that individuals tend to reduce their inter-individual
variability of anxiety level after a period of affiliation. 4
Since the high anxiety had increased the individual's need
for social evaluation, the fact that the other group members were in the same situation increased the attractiveness of these group members as references for evaluation.
Future research into the relationship between

-

anxiety and self evaluation should study the social
evaluation process alone.

Studies could then deal with

pressure to uniformity through the self evaluation state-
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ments or achieveme nt of group g o a ls.

Now that self

evaluation appears to be a maj o r type o f high anxiety
statement, research lS n e c essary t o expand fully our
knowledge about why and how t his phe n omenon operates .

2.

Cognitive Clarity
The · desire for cogni tive cl a r ity in an unusual

situation is considered by Scha chter as a generalization
of the drive for self evalua t i o n .

The term actually

broadens the self e valuation concept though , and includes
those aspects of communicative behavior which are designed
to find out whatever f a cts a r e a va i lable about a particular
situation.
The results of the judges ' ratings clearly show a
greater tendency to seek cognitive c l arity among the high
anxiety ind i viduals.

Accord ing t o the ratings , a signifi-

cantly higher numbe r o f h i gh anxiety statements were
spoken ln order to s e e k c larity o f t he individual's
impending activity.
Since the d ef initio n o f anxiety includes an
element of psychologi c a l unce r tainty , individuals with
higher levels o f a nxiety would logically have greater need
for clari f ying information .

The ambiguous environment

cr eated by the experimental manipulatjon caused the high
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anxiety subjects to experience this increased need, and,
therefore, make more statements seeking cognitive clarity .
The fact that the subjects perceived each other to
be in a similar state of mind may have increased the probability of occurrence of cognitive clarity -statements also.
Since each subject knew that the other subjects were given
the same stress producing message, fe llow group members
were perhaps considered reliable sources for clarifying
information.

Some of the subjects had previous experience

participating ln research experiments.

They were aware,

therefore, of some experimental techniques.

Once these

individuals became identified in the discussion, the other
group members directed cognitive clarity statements at
them, relating other exper imental procedures to the present
one.

The experimental room may have also influenced the

amount of cognitive clarity statements, since in the high
anxiety condition electrical equipment and in the low
anxiety condition respons e recorders were in view of the
subjects.
The high number of cogni tive clarity statements
in the low anxiety condition was perhaps due to the existence of minimal levels of anxiety experienced by low
anxiety subjects in low anxiety conditions.

Because there
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are relatively few college students who are totally naive
to experimental procedures, the subjects even 1n the low
anxiety condition seemed anxious to determine the reality
of the - situation.

Although there was no indication that

the low anxiety subjects tended to disbelieve their instructions, statements were made concerning possible
reasons for conducting the research or the presence of
possible hidden cameras.

The presence of a minimal level

of anxiety is seen in the 16.38 mean anxiety rating 1n
the low anxiety condition, which would presumably approach
zero if the subjects felt comple tely at ease .
The results strongly indicate that

hi~h

anxiety

individuals will generally make statements designed to
seek out information about their immediate situation.
Future research is necessary to determine how generalizable
this tendency might be outside the laboratory environment.

3.

Escape
Of the 400 statements analyzed, only 12 were

rated as escape oriented, with 11 of the 12 occurring
1n the high anxiety female condition.

The results seem

to indicate that desire of escape is not a significant
determinant of verbal behavior.

Perhaps if the experi-

mental instructions had been more fear oriented, a greater
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number of escape statements would have been generated,
since reduction of that fear would obviously be obtained
through escape.

Anxiety and fear are not synonomous , but

it is that element of apprehension included in the definition of anxiety which may have generated

the

few escape

statements that were made.
Although effort was made to lnsure against the
high anxiety manipulation being too fear oriented, it is
also possible that some . subjects are extremely fearful of
even controlled electricity.

The presence of such subjects

in the high anxiety condition could also explain the
occurrence of the escape statements.

No escape statements

were found ln the low anxiety discussions.
The relationship of fear to anxiety is a possible
area for future research, particularly in relation to
escape oriented statements.

The manipulation of anxiety

and fear as independent variables might reveal direct
relationships between fear appeals and anxiety research.
More research is necessary before the escape category can
be fully accepted or rejected as a significant characteristic of high anxiety verbal behavior.

4.

Indirect Anxiety Reduction
This investigation revealed no evidence that high
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or low anxiety persons will use statements designed
specifically to get their minds off their problem.

Almost

no statements were rated as being obvious attempts to
change - the subject.

While it is likely that this type of

statement is indeed not used significantly in high anxiety
situations, it is also possible that the present investigation lacked the power to measure such a statement.

Un-

less the meaning was conveyed to the judges either verbally
or through non-verbal inflections, it was not represented
in the analysis.

It seems likely that few statements were

rated as indirect anxiety ·reduction because this type of
meaning would be difficult to detect.

If a statement was

rated as non-applicable for instance, it is possible that
the statement was designed specifically to change the
subject, but that the speaker was the only person aware
of this intention.

More sensitive methods of interpreta-

tion such as audio-visual reproduc tion of the discussion
may be necessary before final conclusions can be drawn
concerning the use of indirect anxiety reduction statements.

5.

Direct Anxiety Reduction
The results revea l no significant use of direct

anxiety reduction statements in the high or low anxiety
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condition.

While the Schachter research had indicated that

direct anxiety reduction may be a major reason for the
affiliative tendency, only s1x such statements were found
in the entire sample.

-

It is possible that the likelihood of occurrence
of the anxiety reducing statements may have been influenced
by the type of manipulation used.

Since , in the present

investigation, the discussants in each session were in
the same experimental cqndition and therefore had presumably the same relative anxiety level, none of the individuals was in a position to offer direct anxiety reducing
statements.

The use of groups containing botn high and

low anxiety subjects may allow future studies to overcome
this possible bias.

E.

Discussion of Hypothesis Two
Significant differences were found between the

high anxiety verbal statements of males and those of
females.

It was then necessary to determine whether the

differences found were due to the fact that females made
significantly more or fewer statements which were rated
applicable to one of the dependent categories, or made
statements which differed in how they were applicable to
the categories.

The five dependent categories were
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therefore collapsed as before and male and female statements were analyzed as either applicable or non-applicable.
Because no significant differences were found under this
procedure, it was determined that the differences revealed
earlier were due to variances in the distribution of
statements among the various categor ies , and not due to
differences in the number of statements that were rated
applicable.

The next section will focus on these differ-

ences.

1.

Self Evaluation
Although both males and females made numerous

statements which were rated as self evaluation by the
judges, nine percent more of these statements were found
in the female condition.

Since only slight differences

were found in the relative effectiveness of the anxiety
manipulation between high anxiety males and females, it
is assumed· then that the females did experience a slightly
greater desire to seek social evaluation or approval.

A

review of relevant research o ffers no explanation of
these particular results, but studies conducted by
Paulsons and Pross and Wegrocki6 did reveal that women
may react more strongly to persuasive messages than men .
It is possible, therefore, that this stronger reaction was
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revealed in the self evaluation statements.
The nature of the experimental manipulation may
have had a different effect on females than on males .
Since coLlege males are more likely to have been previously
exposed to activities involving electricity, there could
have been less need in the male condi tion to seek evaluation of their attitudes toward the impending shock.
Intrinsic societal norms may also preclude males from
seeking excessive reinforcement of these types of attitudes
even when desired, whereas females may feel less inhibited
to reveal doubt or uncertainty in high anxiety situations .
. .
--oy
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with respect to self evaluation statements provide several
areas for possible future research.

It would be interesting

to examine this particular category in relation to normative and informational norms, to determine what types of
group pressures are acting on males and females which
inhibit or facilitate social evaluation.

The different

social pressures operant on the sexes in this manner need
to be identified and sorted out.

Future research can then

take these pressures into account, and perhaps even design
an anxiety manipulation that would affect both sexes equally.

After this has been accomplished, it would be possible
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to examine further the relative inclination of males and
females to seek social approval and evaluation.

2.

Cog~ ~tive

Clarity

High anxiety males made 18 percent more cognitive
clarity ·statements than females.

Males were more interest-

ed in determining the true details of the experiment and
the exact nature of their involvement than in the evaluation of their attitude toward the situation.

Males, in

other words, were more interested than females in finding
out the facts about the high anxiety situation.

Whereas

females made approximately the same percentage self evaluation and cognitive clarity statements, males made 10 percent more statements which were rated cognitive clarity.
The nature of the anxiety manipulation may again
explain the differences.

College males are perhaps more

exposed to electricity than females, and are therefore
interested in determining the specifics of their involvement.

Females, on the other hand, possibly know less than

males about electricity, and are more inclined

to dread

the possibility of being shocked no matter what the circumstances.

In other words, the topic of discussion may

have an effect on the relative amounts of cognitive clarity and self evaluation statements made.

More research
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is necessary with a variety of anxiety manipulations before
it will be possible to conclude that high anxiety males will
always make more cognitive clarity seeking statements than
-.-

females.
The possibility that the orientation of high anxiety
discussion may depend somewhat on the type of anxiety stimulus poses a significant area of study for future research.
Statements could be judged on a semantic differential according to their orientation toward each o f the dependent
categories, instead of being rated as applying to only one.
Because the cognitive clarity and self evaluation categories
are somewhat similar, it is possible that a statement which
is actually self evaluation oriented may also be to a
lesser extent designed for cognitive clarity .

The use of

the semantic bipolar scales as in the Taylor 7 and Gouran 8
studies would therefore more sensitively measure for this
overlap.
Another area for future research is the problem
of sub - categorizing the cognitive

cl ~rity

statements.

In

the present investigation a wide variety of statements was
included under the general heading of "statements designed
to find out facts about the situation".

It;

is possible

that particular types of cogni tive clarity statements are
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made more often than others in high anxiety situations.
This additional breakdown may explain the differences between the sexes found in the present .investigation.

3.

Escape
Although the escape category was not significant in

terms of the amount of high anxiety statements applicable,
it is interesting that of the twelve escape statements made,
eleven were made in the female groups.

Since the anxiety

ratings revealed no significant sex differences, this occurrence was possibly due to the fact that females are generally more afraid of electrical shock.

The independent

measure was made of anxiety level and there could have been
greater differences in the amount of fear contributing to
the ill-at-ease state of mind between sexes.
Future research into the escape category might
examine the relationship between fear and anxiety and test
for escape tendencies ln each situation.
possible to determine if the

diffe~ences

It would then be
in the use of fear

statements in the present investigation was due not to differences in overall anxiety levels, but to greater fear of
the impending shock.
The final two dependent categories of indirect
anxiety reduction and cognitive clarity were not signifi-
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cantly utilized in either the male or female conditions.
The few statements which were rated applicable to these
categories were evenly divided among males and females.

F.

Conclusions
The results of the investigation of the hypotheses

are summarized in outline form below:
I.

The verbal behavior of high anxiety discussants
differs significantly from that of low anxiety
discussants.
A.

High anxiety discussants express more
statements designed to make a self evaluation
than low anxiety discussants.
l-lirr'h
~
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which are designed to achieve cognitive
clarity in the situation than low anxiety
discussants.

II.

c.

High anxiety discussants reveal a slight tendency to make escape oriented statements, whereas low anxiety discussants reveal no such trend.

D.

Neither high nor low anxiety discussants
make significant usage of direct anxiety
reduction or indirect anxiety reduction
statements.

High anxiety male discussant statements differ
significantly from high anxiety female discussant
statements.
A.

High anxiety females reveal a greater tendency
than high anxiety males to make self evaluation statements.

B.

High anxiety males generally make more statements designed to achieve cognitive clarity
of a particular situation.
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C.

G.

Females s how a tendency t o make more
escape o rie n ted statements than males
in high anxi e ty s ituatio ns .

Othe£ Implicat i ons For Future Research
The present inve s t igat ion examined the verbal

behavior of subjects t hrough the us e o f tape recorded
statements.

A more pre c i s e measurement could perhaps

be made of the exac t me aning o f eac h statement if the
entire discussion could be vide o as wel l as audio taped.
Non-verbal messages as well a s verbal ones could then be
analyzed, thus add i ng add itio na l understanding of high
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has suggested that p erhaps the non -ve r bal messages conveyed by individuals are even better indicators of true
meaning than the verbal o ne s. 9
Research has also i n d icated that an individual's
ordinal position can h a v e an effect on his affiliative
behavior.

Schachte r, 10 Ehrlic h , 11 and Wrightsmanl 2 have

found that firs t born and those without siblings tend to
place more re li anc e o n social means of evaluation than
later-born person s.

Some evidence also indicates that

early-born sub je c ts a r e more socially influenced than
others.

Al tho ugh exact reasons have only been theorized,

it is believed that the anxiety reflected in the care a
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mother gives her first child and the fact that younger
children generally are accustomed to having older, anxiety
producing persons in their environment explain this
phenomenom.
It is possible, therefore, that differences among
subjects' ordinal positions in their families can have an
influence on high anxiety or social evaluation research.
Before final conclusions can be drawn from anxiety research, the nature of the effects of ordinal position as
a variable must be determined and taken into account.
Another implication o f the present investigation
on future research

l~es

~n

the

poss~nLe

s~gn~r~cance

groups might have on high anxiety research.

m~xea

If males and

females interact differently while separated as they did
here, then is it not possible that mixed groups would display further differences in verbal behavior?

The state-

ments from such a group could be used as a control group
to determine if ." differences found between all male or all
female groups were actually due to the sex variable.
Future research is also necessary to determine
whether in fact the verbal interaction among high anxie ty
subjects is anxiety reducing.

Schachter concluded in his

research that the ability to verbally interact was not a
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significant source of the des i r e t o affiliate , l3 and
Wrightsman found that subj e cts who were allowed to discuss
their high anxiety situa t i on d id n o t reduce their anxiety
more thanthose prohibited fr om talking . l4

The present

investigation found signific ant differences though in the
verbal behavior of high and low anxiety subjects , which
indicates a desire to talk over 'the situation .

Sixty-five

percent of the high anx i ety s ubj ects indicated that they
perceived the discussion to be s omewhat helpful in reducing
anxiety.

More research is n ecessary before it can be

determined whether talking ac tually aids in reduction of
.

anx~e-cy.

H.

Summary
Empirical research d ealing with man's affiliative

tendency goes back to t he nineteen-fifties .

Studies have

examined various aspect s o f human affiliative behavior for
the past twenty ye a rs a nd some particularly interesting
findings have be e n mad e co n c erning the relationship of a
person's desire to affi l iate and his level of anxiety.
No empirical research has been done, however , examining
the process of commu nicative behavior of persons once they
do have the opp or tunity to affiliate .
Rese a rch on the affiliative tendency suggested
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five possible reasons why high anxiety persons lncrease
their desire to affiliate:

(1) to make a self evaluation,

(2) to achieve cognitive clarity,

(3) to escape the anxiety,

( 4) to dl.rectly reduce the anxiety, and (5) to indirectly
reduce the anxiety.

These possible reasons for the affili-

ative tendency were adopted and used for the dependent
categories.

The purpose of the present investigation was

to identify some of the characte ristics of high anxiety
verbal behavior.

Two hypotheses were tested:

1. The verbal behavior of high anxiety group members
will differ significantly from the verbal behavior of
low anxiety group members.
-

tllgn anxle~y ma~e verna~ oenavlor w~~~ alrier
significantly from high anxiety female verbal
behavior.
~-

A pilot study was run to test the relevancy of the
dependent categories mentioned above, and to insure the
viability of the experimental procedure.

In the final

study five male and five female groups of four subjects
were given the high anxiety manipulation.

The high

anxiety subjects were instructed that they would undergo
a series of painful electrical shocks.

An equal number

of male and female groups of four subjects were given the
low anxiety instructions.

An

independent measure of

anxiety was made and the subjects were then left for ten
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minutes supposedly to await the experiment.

All discussion

was audio tape recorded via a hidden microphone.
The first twenty statements from each group were
extracted and rated by a panel of four judges according
to their orientation toward the dependent - categories.
The check for interjudge reliability revealed disagreement
on less than 11 percent of the statements analyzed.

The

results of the independent measure of anxiety revealed
significant differences at the .05 level between the high
and low anxiety conditions according to their rating
scales, which indicates that the experimental manipulation
'I(V\.4.1o.!J
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The judges'

\oA. ........

rat~ngs . revealed

significant differ-

ences between the high and low anxiety conditions according
to their orientation to the dependent categories.

High

anxiety discussants made significantly more statements
which were designed for self evaluation, cognitive clarity,
and escape.

Indirect anxiety reduction and direct anxiety

reduction statements were not characteristic of high
anxiety verbal behavior.

The majority of high anxiety

statements were oriented toward either the self evaluation
or cognitive clarity categories.
Pronounced differences were also found between
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male and female h i gh anxie t y v erbal behavior .

While males

tended to make more cogn i tive c la ri ty statements, females
made more statements which we r e ra ted 1n the self evaluation category.

Almost all o f the es c ape statements were

made in the female groups.

No differences were found

between sexes in the limited usage o f direct and indirect
anxiety reduction statements.
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Appendix A

FOUR HUNDRED DISCUSSION STATEMENTS
RATED IN THE FI NAL STUDY

The following one hund red s tatements are from the
five high anxiety female discu ssion s. The fi r st twenty
statements from each group are given.

1.

"I don't want to get shocked."

2.

"I' 11 bet ·they have a tape recorde r on ."

3.

"What does this thing do?"

4.

"I don't think thev're ooino t o do that ."

5.

"I don't think they should tell u s they ' re gonna
shock us."

6.

"I don't know, why is the tape t h e r e ?"

7.

"That makes you scared."

8.

"I'm not scared, I just don' t want them t o shock me . "

9.

"I bet this place is bu gged ."

10.

"I know, we're supposed to b e p syching ourselves up ."

11.

"What does that say?"

12.

"Bill Ivey' s apartment."

13.

"They must of wa nted us t o break a leg . "

14.

"Oh, weird.'r

15.

"Maybe this is s uppo sed t o be enough time for us to
get scared."
80
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16.

"Either that, or in a few minutes a great big bolt of
shock's gonna come through."

17.

"Oh, that's the whole thing- just to scare us."

18.

"I'll bet somebody's looking at us."

19.

"How can he look at us?"

20.

"See that crack up there?"

21.

"They're probably taping all this."

22.

"I'm dying."

23.

"That's what I always said, I hope it's anything but
electrical shock."

24.

uno y'all like that?n

25.

"I don't think they'll do anything that'll really
hurt us y'all."

26.

"But I'm not gonna worry about it."

27.

"I started to get up and run when they said that."

28.

"Is that why they have us in a little room?"

29.

"I'm kind of half and half, I don't really care, you
know."

30.

"They can't do anything to me!"

31.

"My brain's· already gone, maybe this'll increase my
knowledge."

32.

"Will they bury us?"

33.

"I hope they can't do it."

34.

"Why'd they leave this messy junk lying around?"

35.

"Don't mess with any of their equipment."

36.

"What speech class are y'all in?"
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3 7.

11

Se c tion 13 .

38.

11

1

39.

"Ho pe they can't get it fixed."

40.

"What'-s this got to do with cormnun i c ations ?"

41.

"I' m n o t doing it . "

42.

"I'm n o t either- I don't want to."

43 .

11

44.

"Why d o n ' t they just use guys?"

.45 .

"Are we diffe r ent or something ?"

46.

"And they have a nurse - I mean, is it that bad? "

4 7.

"Yeah, they told us that the y'd tel l us if it was
something t o be shocked - t hey s aid a l l we had to do
wa s wrlte down something."

48.

"I don't want to do it."

49.

" I 'm no t either."

50.

"We ' l l see y o u leave in a minut e."

51.

" If it was just a little shock it wouldn ' t be that bad ."

52.

"I know."

53.

11

54 .

"We d o n't have time- we got ta l eav e . "

55.

"Yeah , that ' s right, we c a n't do i t . "

56.

"It really wouldn't be bad , I mean just , you know ,
s h o ck three or four time s, i f I could see or know
the severity of the s h ock."

57.

1

II

d on't want to get shocked y'all - I hate shock ."

-

g e t sho cked real easy all the time . "

It 's a quarter till eleven."

-

11

Yeah, I want to see the o ther people ahead of us ."
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58.

"We're the first group, too."

59.

"I don't want to be the f i rst gro up ."

60.

"I wonder if they're lis t e ning t o us ta l k about how
we feel."

61.

"Oh no, if I had known I wouldn' t ever've signed up ! "

62.

"One of those is a microphone ...

63.

"Supposed to say oh boy, am I scared . "

64.

"Find if girls are chickener t han guys ."

65.

"No, to see if we like sitting in a cramped corner ,
now the walls are gonna start corning in ...

66.

"We're sitting here and we gotta p r etend we ' re in
"2001

---

11

11

•

67.

"He said don't mess with t he j unk . ..

68.

"Yeah, don't mess with it, and th i s i s what ' s gonna
shock me."

69.

"Let's find the bug."

70.

"That's one of them."

71.

"I'll bet that's one."

72.

"Yeah, but what do they look l i k e ? ..

73.

".They're

74.

"I think I'm beginning to l evitate y'all . "

75.

"I know it's a hoax b e caus e in my speech department
they said they weren' t do i n g anything physical . "

76.

"I wonder if these cha irs a r e wired in any way . ..

77.

"Yeah, this is kind o f sc a r y be c ause you don't know
what's gonn a h appen b u t y o u know something . "

go~na

shock us wors e ...
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78.

"What if we open the door a n d see three guys with their
ears to the door?"

79.

"A psych experiment , y eah."

80.

"I know wha t this is, thi s is a game . "

81.

"He just got t h rough s ay1ng we were gonna be in
another room."

82.

11

83.

"I feel like I'm on "Truth or Consequences" or something."

84.

"It's not that I'm scare d, i t's just that I ' m ill-atease."

85.

"Like you would be if yo u were up in front of your
class g i ving a speech, y o u ' re not nervous , you're
scared to death."

86.

"Well y ou know, I use d t o have to give those speeche s
in French and it depended on how well I knew the
teacher, but I'd get up in front of Chemistry , and
they weren't the same pe o ple ."

87.

"Yeah, you have to get t o know the people 1n your
class."

88.

"Like you're not a f r aid t o sit and talk to your fri e nd
but if it's a strange r o r something."

89.

11

I hope so. "

God, if it's a s t r anger my mouth just gets. "

90.

"It's not that you' re afraid .or anything , just maybe
·you wouldn' t s ay the same thing in the same way."

91.

"If you were just si tting here for an hour you could
go crazy."

92.

"Oh, you sure c ould. "

93.

"Think o f this as being a forel.gn class and the stude n t
and te a c her sits right there . "
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94.

nThing is, is it's hot in here too."

95.

"I can't stand to sit in a closed place."

96.

"I believe this J.s part of it - if you're not ill-atease you will be by the time."

97.

"You' 11 be crazy."

98.

"See, I can't stand it when it gets so quiet - everybody's thinking."

99.

"Well, it's a quarter to two."

100.

"Is your clock fixed 'cause mine says seventeen to?"

The following one hundred statements are from the
five high anxiety male discussions. The first twenty
statements from each group are given.
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3.

11

I hope they don't."

4.

"I wonder if they were just telling us that, or if
they're really gonna do it."

5•

"Damn! "

6.

"That would be interesting, if that was all there was
to the experiment because everyone else was walking
out of here and nobody looked like they had been
through intense pain but nobody was laughing either."

7.

11

8.

"You're gonna get yours!"

9.

''I don't even like household current."

10.

They probably just sorta smiled."

"Maybe they're checking to see if your attitude is
different if they tell you it's gonna be painful."
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11.

"Well, it certainly

12.

"I got a shock over the

13.

11

14.

"FeelS good, doesn't it?"

15.

"My toaster shocked me once."

16.

"I felt it for the next two an ' one-half weeks.

17.

"I was standing on top a metal trailer and stood up
into a clothesline and it formed a perfect connector
with myself.

J.S

different."
summer.~~

I grabbed an electric chord trying to pull it out."

-11

11

- 18.

"I was trimming the hedge with my electric trimmer
and cut the wire."

19.

And you're afraid of electricity, this must be doing
you a lot of good - us sitting here and telling you
these shock stories."

20.

"Boy, I got shocked when I was little! ..

21.

"I think that was the experiment ...

22.

"Yeah, I think so too."

23.

"I don't see nothing plugged in."

24.

"Got electrodes in our chairs."

25.

"Probably shock me."

26.

"Is it plugged in anywhere?"

27.

11

28.

"What's behind that board there?"

2 9.

"Here's some microphones."

30.

"Here's the plug right here."

31.

"Drive 'em crazy if they're listening."

11

G'Ot any batteries in it?

11
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32.

"He said don't ruin the equipment ...

33.

11

34.

..Did they tell you about the registered nurse? ..

35.

"Yeah, - they've got something in the wall ...

36.

"No release forms?"

37.

Yeah, if they're doing a dangerous experiment, they
have you sign a release form, liability form."

38.

"Stimulate your brain cell ...

39.

11

40.

If you want to be honest about it you do feel
anxiety ...

41.

11

42.

ar I think that's a bunch of bull ...

43.

"They wouldn't take any chances."

44.

11

45.

"I think the experiment J.S how will we react to them
telling us ...

46.

"What is this?"

4 7.

"What are you doing?"

48.

"Yeah, that's one of those test scorers."

49.

"Let's hope they don't lay this little bit of
electricity on us anyway!"

50.

"I thought the worst would be we'd have to get up J.n
front of class and answer questions."

51.

"What does this have to do with speech?"

52.

"Probably a psychology experiment."

Hit a wrong wire it shocks you ...

11

It's more like blowing your mind ...

11

I don't think they're really gonna shock us.ar

! 'm almost sure."
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53.

..How do we know about that here 1.n speech don't even
know what psychology is? 11

54.

..You see I don't think I should be able to put all
these holes in it ...

55.

11

56.

11

I wonder if they're gonna take somehody l.n there
and ask them to scream or something?"

57.

"Injury not permanent."

58.

.. Just for a day or so."

59.

"House current ...

60.

11

I don't think they're gonna shock us ...

61.

11

Gonna stick our hand 1.n a light socket, man."

62.

"Open this door, man, it's hot in here ...

63.

"That's just • cause you're sweatin • .

64.

11

65.

You're gonna practice, huh, stick your finger in
the wall socket? ..

66.

11

67.

"Wonder if they do this to the chicks too, man?"

68.

"They probably use a nine volt battery on them.tr

69.

"What are all the microphones for - oh, to record
the screams."

70.

"No, they don't do it in here."

71.

"Electricity arcing through the air."

72.

"Stick your hand in there, buddy.rr

73.

"I thought it was gonna be a lie detector test or

!

guess it doesn't work."

•r

0h, I'm gonna get shocked right now."

11

I got shocked the other day."
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something like that."
74.

"We ought to get double credit for this."

75.

"Hell yes."

76.

"Well, _go back and see Mrs. Johnson. •r

77.

"We ought to get hazard pay for this.".

78.

"I've done one of these deals before."

79.

"It's a test."

80.

"It registers your answer."

81.

"Actually he's trying to scare the hell out of you."

82.

"At least the one in Psych class did."

83.

"This might be
•• rn, _ -

diffe~ent."
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rings on your finger."
85.

"There's gotta be something to it."

86.

"It pokes holes in the paper, doesn't it?"

87.

"These are the truth principles and you h a ve t o
figure it out from that."

88.

"Why don't you turn it off?"

89.

"It's not hooked up, is it?"

90.

"This is a pretty good mike."

91.

"I got that one right."

92.

"You poking a hole in that thing?"

93.

"It's very thin paper."

94.

"Try one from the top and see if you c a n get it
right."

-
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95.

ur did."

96.

11

97.

"Like they do in Vietnam, attache d to ba ttery w~res ,
guys rev the engine up if they don' t te ll ' em the
right - things ...

98.

"That gets bad, comin' down with a v olt o f electricity o

They'll probably electrocute me f or do i n g this ."

II

99.

"The Vietnamese, they catch a coup l e o f V.C., they
bring 'em in to the base and bl i nd f o ld them , make ' em
walk over hot coals.
11

100.

11

0Ver there it gets pretty hot."

The following one hundred st atemen ts are from the
five low anxiety female discussions. The fi r st twenty
statements from each group-are given.

1.

"What they're really trying to do i s see how long
four people can sit in a l i ttle room l ike this without going mad- they're gonna leav e us ...

2.

"We're being video taped ...

3.

"Are we helping them or are we do ing this because
we're in speech?"

4.

"I think it's a little bit o f b o th , trapped people."

5.

11

! was wondering too why they pick o n speech . ..

6.

They say experiments, is the s c hoo l trying to do
something?"

7.

"You don't know anything e ithe r d o you?"

8.

"Why don't you read your s ummaries ? "

9.

They probab ly pick s peec h c lasses because it's something everybody h as to take ...

11

11
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10.

In Psych class there was the graduate student who
helped them perform."

11.

"Have you gone four years here?"

12.

11

Yeah, I don't like it but I gotta."

13.

11

Are you gonna be a teacher?"

14.

11

She's gonna work up to principal ...

15.

11

Why you'll just get a master's degree?"

16.

11

Anywhere near the end?

17.

"Oh no, I'm on the ground floor."

18.

11

19.

"My mother was thinking about it."

20.

"I think you enjoy it a little bit more.

21.

11

22.

"No, I wasn't debate, extemp.''

23.

"She's good though, don't let her fool you, she's
already gotten up in front of a whole school and
talked."

24.

11

25.

"We didn • t have speech."

26.

11

27.

"You know we had English classes where you got to
talk once ln a while. ••

28.

.. I kind of wish I'd taken it now ...

29.

"Kids don't talk so much in classes at Rollins - the
teacher would ask for a response and everybody would
just kind of sit there."

11

Just starting?"

Has she ever gone to college before?"

11

You were on debate, weren't you?"

That was different."

Yeah, we had speech there. •• .

-
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30.

"I know what you mean."

31.

"In school there's always a big response in class,
you know."

32.

"You mean here it could be because college is much
more i_!llpersonal in some of your classes."

33.

"At Colonial, by the time we reached . our senior year
we knew everybody ...

34.

"Are you thinking you know, those kind of programs
where they stick you in a little room and say they're
gonna do this to you? ..

35.

"I hadn't thought of that 'till now."

· 36.

"Truth or Consequences?n

37.

"I've seen it there."

38.

"Fifteen minutes, wha·t are they gonna do with us in
ri

-f-f-pq::>n

m; nn+-o-=

?"

39.

11

40.

"In the library."

41.

"If you lean just a little bit that seam will continue right in your part, get some symmetry in this
room."

Where are y'alls' speech classes?"

42.

11

0ught to have something to do with this room."

43.

"It reminds me of those psychology experiments where
they tell you they're gonna do something and they
leave you in the room and listen to what you're doing
1n the room.
11

44.

11

I keep looking around for microphones."

45.

"I can't see why they didn't want me to mess up this
room, it looks pretty messy already."

46.

"What are those little blue things?"
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47.

It reminds me of a little box, you know, when they
have tests, · that's what it looks like ...
11

Yeah, it does.

48.

11

49.

"Answer A, B, or

so.

11

51.

"You plug it ln on a board or something ...

52.

"And it computes electronically or something."

53.

"I guess you plug in something to tell whether it's a
test or not.u

· 54.

55

c.

II

Reminds you of what?

I'm lost."

"They do that these days in preference to uslng the
pencil that picks up electronically.~~
11

0

56.

11

11

W'ha t quarter are you in? II
201, what are you in?"

57.

This is so hard for me because I got up to the third
year in high school ...

58.

I know exactly how you feel because we didn't have
all those tenses."

59.

"Oh, we had all the verbs and all, but different from
the book.

60.

"And then he wants us to speak it ...

61.

"You work at Martin?"

62.

11

63.

11

11

NO, my husband's at Martin.

11

I was in an experiment in Psychology class in college
where they had two of us and that put us in separate
rooms.
11

11

64.

"That's the only thing I remember with . the rat and
the lights."

65.

"Naturally they always pick girls to go 1.n with the
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rat."
66.

"It was a great big one ...

67.

"How big was it?

68.

"I don t think I would h a v e done it either . "

69.

"Wasn't bad enough to h ave t o sit in- one room with
him, had to move him fr om o ne cage to another . 11

70.

"My roommate was telling me abo ut this one experiment.11

71.

"They were wondering whe the r t o tell them if it was
real or not. 11

72.

"They know ahead of time a nything that you do 1.n an
experiment's not gonna harm y o u . "

11

1

73.

11

I let my mind do terr ib l e things to me."

74.

nno~

75.

"You do, what one?"

76.

"I live over in "C" do rm . "

77.

"You do? I've never s een y o u ."

78.

"I just moved last q ua r ter , into "A" . "

7 9.

"I was 1n "D" •

80.

"You like it?

81.

"What are you wr iting it o n? "

82.

"Uh, this i s my p e r s u asi o n speech on legalization of
marijuana."

you live out here i n the dorms? "

11

11

83.

11

You have Mrs. Bl e dsoe ? "

84.

"When do you hav e t o give it? "

85.

"Today."
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86.

"You do, what about i t ?"

87.

"I was wondering if t he out l ine ' s gotta be introduction, body, and conclusi o n ? "

88.

"No. "

89.

"I knew it wasn • t."

90.

"It's gotta be those f i v e things . "

91.

"Could you show me how?

92.

"Well, let's see , all that I c an tell you is the
first step has to b e you r attention step like the
introduction."

93.

"The second part is whe r e y o u establish a need or
you show that the r e's a problem , sort of like we
did in our last spe ech . "

94.

"The third part is t he solution part and the fourth
pare 1.s t:ne v1.sua J. l.Zat:1. 0 n ."

95.

"That is a very short part ~ you don ' t even have to
write too much on t he o utline about that, you just
say now if you t hink about the future if we don't
legalize marijuana such and such will happen."

96.

"The fifth part is just the conclusion , you give the
audience a cha llenge , like saying go out and work for
this commit te e b ecause they want the legalization of
marijuana or some thing ...

97.

"Oh my gos.n , wh a t pe r i o d do you have to give it, I
mean, wha t time?"

98.

''I'm giving mine Wednesday and I don't even have my
outline done y e t."

99.

"I'm really n e r v o us - I wanted this to be a real
good speech."

100.

"Me too,

--

11

'caus e ou r symposium was really rotten."
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The following one hund red statements are from
the five low anxiety male disc us s i o ns . The first twenty
statements from each group are give n.

l.

"What are all these thin gs ?"

2.

"This room is probably b ugged ."

3.

"Wouldn't that be something ?"

4.

"Maybe it's under the t able - paranoia ...

5.

"Watch it, you'll touch that one and get zapped."

6.

"I hope it's audio perce p tion and not visual perception."

7.

"I took one of those when I was taking Com , showed
all these company embl ems and junk . "

B.

"Yeah, I did that one."

9.

"I think the guy assumed that if you had the letters
you would remember the c ompany better . "

10.

"Do you know what the r e s u l t was ? "

11.

"I talked to him but he d idn ' t know how it came out."

12.

"Maybe this is part o f the testing and we just don't
know it."

13.

"Yeah, they let the C02 build up so your brain goes
bad and you can' t a n s wer the questions."

14.

"Yeah, this is one sour c e o f air . "

15.

"That's •cause you might overhear something."

16.

"Let's follow these a nd see where they end . "

17.

"0 K

18.

"That go es t o the tape recorder that doesn't have
anyth ing on i t . "

•

•

I

this is d is connected."
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19.

"There's a real one inside."

20.

lfWhat does this plug go to?"

21.

lfThat microphone's turned on, I betcha."

22.

"Conside-ring it's not plugged in, I don't think so."

23.

"There's no microphones that don't have - like, did
you ever see a teacher walk in with one that's not
plugged in?"

24.

"What time is it anyway?"

25.

"That tape recorder came across on the Ark."

26.

"Jesus!"

27.

"Been around, hasn't it?"

28.

"Heavy weight. "

29.

"Maybe this is the experiment."

30.

"Boring the hell out of people, see who walks out
first."

31.

"That's more like psychology, though."

32.

"Study o f the human animal."

33.

"This is probably bugged."

34.

"I'm not gonna wait that long."

35.

"I wonder why they made us sign the form here, you
know."

36.

"Maybe the test was just to see if we were anxious you know, by writing that zero down."

37•

" I drive a Mazda . "

38.

"What a car, what a car."

39.

"You don't drive your VW to school?"
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40.

•rNo, I don't have it here. "

41.

"I'd like to rip that o f f, man , I need a mike f or
my cassette."

42.

"Oh, there we go, that 's what I need ."

43.

"We'll probably end up getting the hell shocked
out of us."
-

44.

"Oh yeah, wouldn't that b e heavy ?"

45.

''O.K., fork up the mike ."

46.

"Shake the table."

47.

"A guy listening on the other end. "

48.

"Been drinking lately?"

49.

"Who me, yeah, got 'd runk Saturday night."

~u.

"L

51.

"It's easier to do it t hat way than the othe r wa y."

52.

"Just can't give i t away . "

53.

"Should've brought my book to study."

54.

"You still workin' ?"

55.

"I'm retired."

56.

''I didn't ge t o ff last night
twelve."

57.

"Yeah, but you get t o study out

58.

lrsee the job I was working on I didn t get o ff until
twelve and I ' d ·be wo rkin:.g continuously ."

59. ·

"I was working f o r the janitor service ."

60.

" How mu c h were you making?"

naven·t oeen ao1ng a ny J.ateJ.y ."

1

till qua r ter ' till

ther e .~~
1
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61.

11

I put thirty-two, what'd you put?"

62.

"Why didn't you put thirty or forty? ..

63.

11

64.

.. Could be ...

65.

11

66.

0h, it's just for a regular test, for you to take
a test ...

67.

"You know what you're doing there?"

68.

"How are they graded - by that grid thing there?"

69.

"Really professional here."

70.

11

71. ·

"No, it ain't that hard, but I screwed up last
q,.1arter. "

72.

"We didn't have anything to do in there, did we?"

73.

"Who do you have?"

74.

"I think we did."

75.

"Are you in my class?"

76.

"Where do you sit?"

77.

"I usually.. sit in front of you.

78-.

"Yeah, there's a test this Friday."

79.

"What kind of math?"

80.

"It's just algebra."

81.

"Give me a ten."

82.

"I think they've got cameras or microphones in here."

The room's bugged."

--

Nice mike."

11

IS that pretty hard, that pre-calculus?'r

11

100

83 .

11

See what we do whil e we ' re al o ne ."

8 4.

11

I'm about to f all as leep as it is . ..

85 .

11

It doesn't make any difference to me."

86 .

"That's expensive."

87 .

"This right here?"

88 .

"I'm n o t too good a t remembering things."

89 .

"When d o you g1.ve you r next speech?"

90 .

" Next Wednesday."

9 1.

" I give mine Monday."

92 .

"I gotta give one tod ay."

93 .

" I'm d o ing mine on

94.

" Couldn't think of e n o ugh things to do i t on."

95 .

"Are y'all o n your pe rsuasive speech?"

96 .

" The last o ne, I guess. "

97 .

"Y'all taking the f i r st s peech course?"

98 .

" That c lass wasn' t as bad as I thought it was go ing
t o be."

99 .

" I tho ught i t was really gonna be bad."

1 00 .

-

d ~u nk

" It ' s easy, really. "

driving."

Appendix B
. --

HI GH ANXIETY EXPERIMENTAL
INSTRUCT I ONS

-

You a r e here t o day to s e rve a s s ubjects in an
experiment concerned with the e ff ec t s o f electrical shock.
PAUSE . • . "In the past ten y e ars i t h as be c ome increasingly i mpo rtant to determ i n e the exact effect of
electrical s h ock o n human behavior. Experimental research
is an absolu te mu s t in this area beca us e it i s impossible
· to examine e l ec tri c al sho ck occurr ing naturally due to
extreme brevi ty o f each incident and the diverse places of
occurre n ce.
Still, every year, we hav e more and more
accid e n ts with electricity . Mo re and mo re children are
injure d b y expo sed wires, hous ewi v es ele c trocuted by household items, a n d wo rking people killed o r seriously injured
on the job. Research is the o nly mean s by which we can
study the caus e s o f the sensele ss d eaths and injuries and
how they can b e avo i d ed be c aus e it i s t oo late in actual
field con di t ion s. How do thes e pe ople r eact to the first
instant o f s h ock , and could t hey b ehave differently and
avoid injury ? The s e and countle s s o ther questions need to
be answered. Als o, especially in r e c ent times , such research a s we are conducting h a s l ed to great strides in the
field o f ele c tro shock therapy. Florida in particular has a
serious problem with lightning a s many people are struck
and elec t rocuted each year. Therefo re , someone has to serve
as a subj e c t ln o rder that res earch might continue .
What we will ask each o f y o u to do is quite simple.
we would like to give each o f y o u a series of electrical
shocks. · Now , I feel I must b e comple.tely honest with you ,
and te ll y o u exactly what you a r e in for. These shocks will
hurt , t hey will be pain f ul. As y o u c an guess , if , in rese a rch o f this sort, we are t o learn anything at all that
will re a l ly help humani ty , it is ne c essary that out shocks
be i n ten s e . What we will do i s put an electrode on your
h and, h ook you into a n appa r atus , and give you a series of
ele c tri c al shocks. we wil l then take various measures such
as yo ur pulse ra te , blood p r essure , and so on . A registered
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nurse will b e on hand . Again , I do want to be honest with
you and tell you that these shocks will be quite painful
but, of course, they will not do any permanent damage.
I
will be most happy t o answer any questions you may have
about this experiment but before doing that I would appreciat~ _ very much your answering a few questions on this
questionnaire.

Appendix C

LOW ANXIETY EXPERIMENTAL
INSTRUCTIONS

-

As students in the beginning cours es at Florida
Technological University you are require d t o participate
in experiments. What you will do today will be very simple
and require about thirty minutes o f your time . You will be
given a list of nonsense syllables such a s NAN , POL , ROL ,
or POQ. After you have seen all of t he syll ables , we will
test you to see how many of them you can r e c al l. A second
list will be handed out, and you are to che c k the ones from
the list which were presented earlier. The list will contain approximately twice as many syllable s as the first one .
As soon as the other group finishes the e x pe r iment we will
f"'r!ll

rnr vrm
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Appendix D

JUDGES' STUDY GUIDE

You will be asked to judge discussion statements
according to their orientation t o the following categories:
1. Self Evaluation.--S tatements which tend to seek
out information from others with which the subjects can
compare their own feelings about the situation. "Are you
scared? .. would be the obvious example. It may also appear
in the form of an open expression of feeling such as rri 'm
· really scared of being shocked ...
2. Escape.--Statements aimed at getting out of the
experiment or avoiding having to be shocked. Includes
questions concerning why they must participate or declarations of protest. Examples: •ri 'm not qoinq to let them
shock me...
"How can we get out of this?"
3. Cognitive Clarity.--Statements designed to
find out facts about the situat ion .
Includes statements
aimed at finding out what is involved in the experiment
and what will happen to them. Examples : "Are they really
golng to shock us?..
"I wonder what this is for."
4. Direct Anxiety Reduction.--Statements of
reassurance, comfort, or courage bolstering. Examples:
They can't really shock us.n "We don't need to worry."
11

5.
Indirect Anxiety Reduction.--Statements which
are obvious attempts to get their · minds off the situation.
Example:
"Let's talk about something else . ..
6. Not Applicable.--These will be all statements
which do not apply to any of the above categories.
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Append ix E

-- JUDGES' INSTRUCTION SHEET

You are to rate each statement according to its
orientation toward the following categories:
1. Self Evaluation.--Statements which tend to seek
out information from others with which the subjects can
compare their own feelings about the situation.
"Are you
scared?" would be the obvious example.
It may also appear
·in the form of an open express ion of feeling such as "I'm
really scared of being shocked ... Any statement which is
self evaluatory shall be included in this category. For
each statement rated ln this category place S" down on
your answer sheet.
11

2. Escape.--Statements aimed at getting out of the
experiment or avoiding having to be shocked. Includes
questions concerning why they must participate or declarations of protest. Examples: "I'm not going to let them
shock me" or "How can we get out of this?.. For each statement rated as escape oriented place "E down on your answe r
sheet.
11

3. Cognitive Cl arity.--Statements designed to
find out facts about the situation.
Includes stateme nts
aimed at finding ou t what is involved in the experime n t
and what will happen to them. Examples :
"Are they really
going to shock us? .. or "I wonder what this is for." Place
"C" down on your answer sheet for all cognitive clarity
statements.
4. Direct Anxiety Reduction.--Statements of
reassurance, comfort, or courage bolstering. Examples:
"They can't really shock us., or ~~we don't need to worry."
These must be direct statements of reassurance, and not
self evalua tory opinions.
Place a "D" down · on your answer
sheet for all direct anxiety reduction statements .

s.

Indirect Anxiety Reduction.--Statements which
105 .

are obvious attempts t o get their minds off the situation.
Example:
"Let's t a lk abo ut something else." Not included
in this category a r e s tatements of normal conversation.
The statement must be ob v iously intended to ease the subjects'
minds.
Place an " I •r down o n your answer sheet for all
indirect - anxiety r e d u c ti on statements.
6. Not App li c able .-- If the statement, in your
opinion, does not apply t o any of the abov-e - categories,
then that particul ar s tatement will be evaluated as not
applicable, and marked " NA" on your answer sheet.
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Appendix F

JUDGES' RATINGS OF DISCUSSION
STATEMENTS

The following are the judges' ratings of the one
hundred high anxiety female statements.*

ssss
ecce

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

*C
D
E

NNNN
DDDD
CDSS

ecce
ssss
ssss
ecce
ccsc
NNNN
NNNN
NNCN
SNNN

sssc
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ssss
ssss
ssss
DSSS

=

=
=

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
'45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

SSDS

ssss
ecce
ssss
DDDD
IDII
IIII

ssss
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

ssss
ssss
EEEE
EEEE
EEEE

ssss
EEEE

ecce
ecce
EEEE

ssss
EEEE
EEEE

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
I

Cogni tive Clarity
Direct Anxiety Reduction
Escape

ssss
ssss
EEEE
EEEE
EEEE

ssss
ecce
ecce
ssss
ecce
ssss
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
NNNN
NNNN

ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ssss
DDSD

=

=
s =
N
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76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

ecce
ssss

R2.

!=:!=:!=:S

83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

ecce
ssss
ssss

IIII

ecce
NNNN

ecce

NSSS
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

ssss
ssss
NNNN
NNNN

ssss
ecce
ssss
ssss
EEEE
NNNN

Indirect Anxiety
Reduction
Not Applicable
Self Evaluation
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The followin g are the judges' ratings of the one
hundred hLgh anxie ty ma le s t a tements . *

---

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

*c
D
E

ssss
ecce
ssss
ecce
ssss
ecce
ecce
IIII
ssss
ecce
ssss
ssss
SNSS
ssss
ssss
ssss
sssc
SNSN
SSSD
ssss
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43 .
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
4 9.
50.

ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
CCNC
CCNN
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
SDSS
ssss
ss s s
ssss
DDDD
SDDD
ecce
ecce
NNNN

NNNN
s sss
ssss

= Cogn itive Clarity
= Direc t Anxiety Reduction
= Escape

51. EEEE
52 . ecce
53. SSES
54 . NNNN
55. NNNN
56. ecce
57. SSII
58. SSII
59. ecce
60. DDDD
61. ecce
62. ecce
63. NNNN
64. NNNN
65. IIII
66. ssss
67. ecce
68. ecce
69 . ecce
70 . ecce
71 . ecce
72. ecce
73. ecce
74. ssss
75. · SSSS

I

=

N
s

=
=

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

Indirect Anxiety
Reduction
Not Applicable
Self Evaluation

NNND

ssss
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
ecce
cess
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
CNNN
CNNN
CCCN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
N N
NNNN

NNNN
sccc
NNNC
NNNS
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The following are the judges' ratings of the one
hundred low anxiety female statements.*

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

NNNN

:i2_

NNNN

NNNN

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

NNNN

ecce
ecce
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

so.

NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

ecce
ssss
ecce
ecce
ecce
NNNN
NNNN
NNNC

ecce
ecce
ecce
SCNC
CCCN
NCCC
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

*c = Cognit ive Clarity
D = Direct Anxiety Reduction
E = Escape

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
r:..7 _
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72 •.
73.,
74.
75.

NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

NNNN

82.

NNNN

NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
SSSN
NNNN
NNNN
SSSN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
CNND
SSNN
NNNN
NNNN

83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

I = Indirect Anxiety
Reduction
N = Not Applicable
s = Self Evaluation

NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
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The following are the judges' ratings of the one
hundred l~w anxiety male statements.*

-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ecce
ecce
sccc
ecce
ecce
cccs

26.
2 7.
28.
29.
30.
31.

7

1\TT\Tl\ThT

..., ......

.

-

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

-·-· -·-·

NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

ecce
IICC
NNNN

ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
ecce
NNNN
NNNN

"')'"I

33.
34.
35.
36.
3 7.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

ecce

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

,., ... ,.,'-T

C:"'7

NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

ecce
IEII
"L't""'4'

ecce
SEES

ecce
ecce
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

ecce
ssss
NNNN
NNNN

ecce
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

* c = Cognitive Clarity
D = Direct Anxiety Reduction
E - Escape

58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

....................

.....
""'

NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

l\'1''J\.,......Tli.T

ssss
ssss
ecce
ecce
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

NNNN

....

NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

ssss
__ ,..,...
'--'-'-'

....

ecce
SCNS

ssss
ecce
ecce
CNSS
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN

NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNNN
NNN
N

I = Indirect Anxiety
Reduction
N = Not Applicable
s = Self Evaluation

Appendix G
..

POST MANIPULATION QUESTI ONNAIRE

EXPERIMENT

n

A"

-

NAME:
Now that you know the nature of this experiment, would you
please indicate below how at-ease or ill-at-ease you feel
about participating.

Indicate by wr iting a number from 0

to 100, with 0 indicating that you are completely at-ease
about participating in the experiment , and 100 indicating
that you are completely ill-.at-ease about participating.

Please mark your number from 0 to 100 ln this blank
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Appendix H

FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE

EXPERIMENT "A"

NAME:
Thank you for your participation.

Before you go , would you

please answer the following questions?

Do you have any older brothers or sisters?
Do you think talking about the experiment helped to ease
your mi!l.d?
Did you hear anything about the nature of the experiment
before you participated?

Thank you agaln.

we must ask that you do not discuss this

experiment with anyone.
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